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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR IDENTIFYING EDUCING
TE SY TE COVERAGE HOLES TO EXTERNAL, INTERFERENCE

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

p i ] It s important for people to hav connectivity to communication services

(e.g., telephony, dat services, and the like). To facilitate communication between

user equipment and various radio access networks (RANs), network entities such as

eNodeBs, base stations, and t e Sik typically operate to establish a link between a

given wireless communication device (WCD) (e.g., a handheld mobile radio) and a

given network resource, typically using a standard for over -fhe-air communication, an

example of which is 3GPF's o Term Evolution (L' E), which is one example

protocol for a type of wireless communication know as orthogonal frequency

division multiplex (OFDM) communication. addition to mobile radios, some

examples of co only used WCDs include cell phones, smartphones, tablets,

noiebook computers, laptop computers, a d the like. And certainly many other

examples o f WCDs could be listed as well, as known to those having skill in the art.

0002 It is desirable for people to be able to communicate with one another n as

many locations as possible; this is certainly true in the context of public-safety

wireless communications for at least the reaso that the immediacy and efficacy with

which people ca communicate with one another are quite often determinative of how

positive the ultimate outcome of a given public-safety incident can be. Accordingly,

for this reason and others, there is a need for methods and systems for identifying and

.reducing LTE-system coverage holes d e to external interference.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying figures, where like reference numerals refer to identical

or functionally similar elements throughout the separate views, together with the

detailed description below, are incorporated in and form par of the specification, and

serve to further illustrate embodiments of concepts that include the claimed invention,

and explain various principles and advantages of those embodiments,

|000 ] FIG. 1 depicts an example communication system, in accordance with an

embodiment.



[0005] F G. 2 depicts a further example of aspects of the communication system

of FIG. I, in accordance with art embodiment.

[8006] F G. 3 depicts an. example computing and communication device (CCD),

in accordance with an embodiment.

[ 00 ] FIG 4 depicts an example process, in accordance with a embodiment.

f0 0 j Skilled artisans will appreciate that elements in the figures are Illustrated

for simplicity and clarity and have not necessarily been drawn to scale. For example,

the dimensions of some of the elements in the figures may be exaggerated .relative to

other elements to help to improve understanding of embodiments of the present

invention.

80 9] The apparatus and method components have been represented where

appropriate by conventional symbols in the drawings, showing only those specific

details that are pertinent to understanding the embodiments of the present invention so

as not to obscure the disclosure with details that will be readily apparent to those of

ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of the description herein

SI K DESCRIPTION THE INVENTION

[801.0] Disclosed herein are methods and systems for identifying and reducing

LTE-systern coverage holes due to external interference. One embodiment takes the

form of a process that includes receiving a sig al in a first wireless band. The received

signal includes a signal of interest. The process also includes determining that a

received signal quality of the signal of interest is less than a signal-quality threshold.

The process also includes determining that the received signal q alit of the signal of

interest s less than the signal-quality threshold due to interference external to the first

wireless band, and responsively attenuating the received signal. The process also

includes demodulating the attenuated received signal to obtain the signal of interest.

Moreover, it is explicitly noted that, although the title of this disclosure mentions LTE

systems, the present methods and systems are applicable to any suitable wireless

communication systems.

[0011] Another embodiment takes the form of a mobile radio that includes a

wireless-communication interface, a processor, and data storage containing



instructions executable by the processor for causing the to carry o at least the

functions described in the preceding paragraph,

[00121 Moreo ver, any of the variations and permutations described n the ensuing

paragraphs and anywhere else n this disclosure can be implemented with respect to

any embodiments, including wit respect to any method embodiments and with

respect to any system embodiments. Furthermore, this flexibility and cross-

applicability of embodiments is present in spite of the use of slightly different

language (e.g., process, method, steps, functions, set of functions, and the like) to

describe and or characterize such embodiments,

[00131 in at least o e embodiment, the process further includes measuring a

reference signal received quality (RS RQ) of the signal of interest. n at least o e such

embodiment, determining that the received signal ality of the signal of interest s

less an the signal-quality threshold includes determining that the measured RS is

Jess than a n RSRQ threshold.

[0014] n at least one embodiment, the process further includes measuring a

signai-to-noise-and-mterference ratio (S N R of the signal of interest, at least one

such embodiment, determining that the received signal quality of the signal of interest

is Jess than the signal-quality threshold includes determining tha the measured SINR

s less tha a SINR threshold.

015 ) in at least one embodiment, the process further includes calculating a leve

of external interference present in the received signal, and determining that the

received signal quality of the signal of interest is less tha the signal-qualify threshold

due to interference external to the first wireless band includes determining that the

calculated level of external interference exceeds an ex e al-mter ren e threshold; in

the balance of this detailed description, the term "external-interferenee-ealeulaiion

embodiment" is used as shorthand reference for such embodiments.

j© ! j n at least one external-iiiterferenee-eaicuiaiion embodiment, determining

that the calculated level of external interference exceeds the external-interference

threshold includes determining that the calculated level of external interference

exceeds the external-interference threshold by at least an external-interference

hysteresis value.



017] ! at least one ex e al- nterfe r nce-ca! u!at n embodiment, the process

further includes determining a received power level of the recei ved signal and

determining a received power level of the signal of interest, and calculating the level

of external interference includes calculating the level of external interference to be

equal to the difference between (i) the determined received power level of the

received signal and i) the determined received power level of ihe signal of interest.

n at leas one embodiment, determining the received power level of the received

signal includes measuring a received signal strength indicator {RSSl) of. the received

signal and determining the received power level of the recei ved signal to be equal to

the measured RSSL In at least o e embodiment, determining the received power level

o f the sig al of interest includes determining a reference signal received power

(RSRP) of the signal of interest and determining the received power level of the signal

of interest to be equal to the product of (i) the determined RSRP of the signal of

interest and (ii ) a number of resource blocks characteristic of a bandwidth of the

signal of interest.

[0018] In at least one external-interference-calculation embodiment, the .received

signal further includes one or more neighbor-cell signals of the first wireiess band,

and the process further includes determining a received power level of the received

signal, determining a received power level of the signal of interest, and determining

an aggregate received power level of the one or more neighbor-cell signals of the first

wireless band; n at least one such embodiment, calculating the level of external

interference includes calculating the level of external interference to be equal to the

difference between (i) the determined received power level of the recei ved signal and

(ii) the sura of (a) the determined received power level of the signal of interest and

(b) the determined aggregate received power level of the one or more neighbor-ceil

signals of th first wirel ess band.

at least one further embodiment, determining the received power level

of the signal of interest includes determining an RSRP of the signal of interest, and

further includes determining the received power level of the signal of interest to be

equa to the product of (i) the determined RSR of the signal of interest and (ii) a

number of resource blocks characteristic of a bandwidth of the signal of interest.



[0020] n at least one such embodiment, determining the aggregate received

power level of the one or more neighbor-cell signals of the first wireless band

Includes determining a respective RSRP of each of the one or more neighbor-ceil

signals of the first wireless ba d and determining the aggregate received power level

of the o e or more neighbor-cell signals of the first wireless band to be equal to the

sum of the respective products of (hi) the determined RSRP of each of the one or

more neighbor-ceil signals of the first wireless ba d and (iv) a number of resource

blocks characteristic of a bandwidth of the corresponding neighbor-cell signal,

[ 21] n at least one other such embodiment, determining the aggregate received

power level of the one or more neighbor-cell signals of the fi rs t wireless ba d

includes determining a collective RSRP of the one or more neighbor-eel! signals of

the first wireless band and determining the aggregate received power level of the one

or more neighbor-cell signals of the first wireless band to be equal to the product of

(v) the determined collective RSRP of the one or more neighbor-cell signals of the

first wireless band and (vi) a number of resource blocks characteristic of an average

bandwidth of the one or more neighbor-cell signals of th first wireless band.

[0022] In at least one embodiment in which the received signal further includes

one or more neighbor-ceil signals of the first wireless band, the process further

includes determining an RSRP of the signai of interest, determining a collective

.RS.RP of the one or more neighbor-ceil signals of the first wireless band, and

measuring a S NR of the signal of interest. The process further includes calculating

the difference between (i) the determined RSRP of the signal of interest and (ii) the

determined collective RSRP of the one or more neighbor-cell signals of the first

wireless band. In at least one such embodiment, determining that the received signal

quality o f the signai of interest is Jess than the signal-quality threshold due to

interference externa! to the first wireless band includes determining that the calculated

difference is greater than the measured S N R. n at least one further embodiment,

determining that the calculated difference is greater than the measured SINR includes

determining that the calculated difference is greater than the measured S N by at

least a SINR hysteresis value.

[0023] in at least one embodiment, the process further includes determining a

current location and obtaining interference-prediction data for the determined current



location n at least one such embodiment, determining that the received signal quality

of the signal of interest is than the n i y threshold due to interference

external to the first wireless band includes determining that the received signal quality

of the signal of interest is less than the signal-quality threshold due to interference

external to the first wireless hand based at least n part o the obtained interference-

prediction data.

[0024] n at least one further embodiment, obtaining the interference-prediction

data for the determined current location includes querying an interference-prediction

database using the determined current location and receiving the interference-

prediction data from the interference-prediction database.

[0025] n at least one embodiment, attenuating the received signal includes

iterarively increasing an amount of attenuation applied to the received signal while

monitoring a signal-quality metric of the received signal, and stopping the iterative

increasing of the amount of attenuation applied to the received signal in response to

detecting no furthe improvement in the monitored signal-quality metric,

j 26j In. a least one embodiment, attenuating the received signal includes

selecting a amount of attenuation to be applied to the received signal based at least in

part on external-system transmitter-properties data.

27 j n at least one embodiment, the process further includes outputting the

demodulated signal.

28] Before proceeding with this detailed description, it is noted that the

entities, connections, arrangements, and the like tha are depicted in—and described

in connection wit —the various figures ar presented by way of example and not by

way of limitation. As such, any and all statements or other indications as to what a

particular figure "depicts," what a particular element or entity in a particular figure

" is or "has," a d any and a similar statements— that may in isolation and out of

context be read as absolute and therefore limiting— an only properly b read as being

constructively preceded by a clause such as " n at least one embodiment,. , . And i t is

for reasons akin to brevity and clarity of presentation that this implied leading clause

is not repeated ad naus im in this detailed description,

[0029] The following portion of this disclosure includes descriptions of lGs .

and 2, which i general depict a communication system in which mobile radios



communicate via one or more RANs. t is explicitly o ted that mobile radios that

communicate via on or more RANs may also b capable of communicating directly

with one another. Thus, mobile radios thai are capable of both direct-mode and RAN-

based communication could carry out and embody the present methods and systems.

(003 ) FIG, 1 depicts an example communication system, in accordance with an

embodiment n particular, FIG. i depicts an example communication system 0 that

includes one or more commercial RANs 102, a public-safety RAN 104, a data

network 6, a circuit .network 8, VV'CDs , and communication .links .2- 6.

[0031] In general, n at least one embodiment, each RAN 102 and the RAN 4

includes typical RAN elements such base stations, base station controllers, routers,

switches, and the like, arranged, connected, and programmed to provide wireless

service to user equipment (e.g., WCDs ) in a manner known to those of skill in the

relevant art.

00 2 ) The public-safety RAN 104, an example implementation of which s

discussed below in connection with FIG. 2, may include one or more packet-switched

networks and/or one or more circuit-switched networks, and n general functions to

provide one or more public-safety agencies with any necessary computing and

communication needs. Thus, the public-safety RAN 104 ay include a dispatch

center communicatively connected with the data network 6 and also with the circuit

network 108, for retrieving and transmitting any necessary publie-safety-related data

and communications. The public-safety RAN 104 may also include any necessary

computing, data-storage, and data-presentation resources utilized by public-safety

personnel n carrying out their public-safety functions. Moreover, the public-safety

RAN 104 may include one or more network access servers (NASs), gateways, and the

like for bridging communications to one or more other entities and/or networks, such

as the commercial RANs 2, the data network 106, and the circuit network 108, as

representati ve examples .

(0033) The daia network 6 ay be, include, or be a part of the global network

of networks typically referred to as the Internet. The data network 1 6 may be a

packet-switched network, and entities (i.e., servers, routers, computers, and the like)

that communicate over the data network 1.06 ay be identified by a network address

such as an Internet Protocol (IP) address. Moreover the dat network 6 may



include one or more NASs, gateways, and the like for bridging communications to

one or more other entities and/or networks, such as the commercial RANs . 02 , the

public-safety RAN 4, and the circuit network 8, as representative examples.

34 The circuit network 8 may be, include, or be a part o f the circuit-

switched telephone network commonly referred to as the public switched telephone

network (PSTN), and in general functions to provide circuit-switched

communications to various communication entities as is known in the relevant art.

Moreover, the circuit network 0 8 may include one or more NASs, gateways, and the

like .for bridging communications to one or more other entities and/or networks, such

as the commercial RANs 2, the public-safety RAN 104, and the data network 6,

as representative examples.

[0035] The depicted example communication system. 00 includes

communication links ί 12-126, any one or more of which could include one or more

wireless-communication Sinks and/or one or more wired-eommuni ation links. In

FIG. 1, the communication links and 1 4 are depicted with respective lightning-

bolt graphics; while this graphic typically denotes wireless communication, and does

in this example as well, this is not to the exclusion of one or ore of the other

communication links 1 - 2 being or including wireless-communication links,

[0036] The WCDs 0 ay be any suitable computing and communication

devices configured to engage in wireless communication w th one or both of one or

more of the RANs 02 over the air interface 2 as is known to those in the art and

the public-safety RAN 4 over the ai interface 1 as is known to those in the art.

Some example VV s 0 are discussed below in connection with the various figures.

j 3?| As can be seen in FIG. 1, the communication link 2 (as mentioned

above) connects the commercial RANs 102 and the WCDs HO, the communication

link 14 (as mentioned above) connects the public-safety RAN 4 and the WCDs

110 , the communication l nk 6 connects the commercial RANs 1.02 and the public-

safety RAN 104, the communication link connects the commercial RANs 102

and the data network 06, the communication link 120 connects the commercial

RANs 102 and the circuit network 8, the communication link 122 connects the

public-safety RAN 104 and the data network 106, the communication link 4

connects the data network 106 and the circuit network: 108, a d the communication



link 26 connects the public-safety RAN 04 and the circuit network JOS. This

arrangemeiit is pro vided purely by way of example, as other arrangements could be

implemented by those of skill n the relevant art in various different contexts.

FIG. 2 depicts a further example of aspects o f the communication system

o F G. J, in accordance with an embodiment, FIG, 2 depicts the communication

system 00 of PIG. , though in more detail regarding some example VVCDs 0 and

an example public-safety RA 4, although a similar figure could be depicted with

an example commercial RAN 102 instead of the example public-safety RAN 104. in

particular, F G . 2 depicts the public-safety RAN 4 as including an eNodeB 202,

which communicates directly or indirectly with an evolved packet core (EPC) 204

over a communication link 206. As is the ease with each of the links mentioned

above, and as s th case with any of the links mentioned anywhere else in this

disclosure, the communication link 206 may be or include one or more wireless-

communication links and/or one or more wired-commuoication Jinks, as deemed

suitable by those of skill in the relevant ar in a given context.

0039 n at least one embodiment, the eNodeB 202 includes the hardware and

software (and/or firmware) necessary fo the eNodeB 202 to function as an eNodeB, a

NodeB, a base station, a base transceiver station (BTS). a VV iFt access point, and/or

the like, as known to those having skill in the relevant art. n some instances, the

eNodeB 202 also includes functionality typically associated in the art with entities

that are often referred to by terms such as base station controllers (BSCs), radio

network controllers (RNCs), and the like. Also, while one eNodeB 202 is depicted by

way of example in FIG. 2, any suitable number of eNodeBs could be deployed as

deemed suitable by those f skill in the relevant art.

0040] in general, the eNodeB 202 is an entity that, on one side (i.e., the wireless-

network side (interface)), engages in wireless communications over the air interface

1 4 wish one or ore WCDs 10 according to a protocol such as TE or the like and,

on the other side (i.e., the "backhaul" side), engage in communications with the EPC

204 via the communication link 206, to facilitate communications between various

WCDs 11 and networks such as the networks 1 2 6, and 1.08,

[0041] The EPC 206 may include one or ore network entities such as one or

more mobility management entities ( M Es), one or more serving gateways (SGWs),



one or more packet data network (P gateways (PDGs), one or more evolved

packet data gateways ePDG ), o e or more home subscriber servers SSs), one or

more access network discovery and selection functions ( DSPs), and/or on or

more other entities deemed suitable for a given implementation by those of skill in the

relevant art Moreover, these entities may be configured and interconnected in a

manner known to those of skil in the relevant art to provide wireless service to the

WCDs 10 via the eNodeB 204, and to bridge such wireless service with various

transport networks. In genera!, a commercial and a pu i sa Sy RAN ay each

provide wireless service according to a protocol such as TB, Wi i, APCO P25,

the like. These examples are provided for illustration and not by way of

limitation; moreover, those of skill in the art are aware of variations among different

protocols and among different implementations of a given protocol, and of similarities

across different protocols.

0042) FIG. 3 depicts an example computing a d communication device (CCD),

in accordance with an embodiment. At leas one embodiment takes the form of a

system that includes a communication interface, a processor, and data storage

containing instructions executable by the processor for causing the system to carry out

a set of functions. The set of functions includes receiving a signal in a first wireless

band. The received signal includes a signal of interest. The set of functions also

includes determining thai received signal quality of the signal of interest is less than

a signal-quality threshold. The se of functions also includes determining that the

received signal quality of the signal of interest is less tha the signal-quali threshold

due to interference external to the first wireless band, and responssveiy attenuating the

received signal Th set of functions als includes demodulating the attenuated

received signal to obtain th signal o f interest,

0 43] The example CCD 300 is depicted as including a communication interface

302, a processor 304, a data storage 306, and an optional user interface 312, a l of

which are communicatively coupled with one another via a system bus tor other

suitable connection, network, or the like) 4, As a general matter, the example CCD

300 is presented as an example system tha could be programmed and configured to

carry out the functions described herein.



[0044] The communication interface 302 may include one or more wireless-

communication interfaces (for communicating according to, e.g., LIE, Wi-Fi,

Bluetooth, and/or one or more other wireless-communication protocols} and or one or

more wired-communieadon interfaces (for communicating according to, e.g.,

Ethernet, USB, and/or one or more other wired-comtiiunscatiors protocols). As such,

the communication interface 302 may include any necessary hardware (e.g., chipsets,

antennas, Ethernet cards, etc), any necessary firmware, and any necessary software

for conducting one or more forms of communication with one or more other entities

as described herein. The processor 304 may include one or more processors of any

type deemed suitable by those of skill in the relevant art, some examples including a

general-purpose microprocessor and a dedicated digital signal processor (DSP),

[0045] The data storage 306 may take the form of any non-transitory computer-

readable medium or combination of such media, some examples including flash

memory, read-only memory (ROM), and random-access memory (RAM) o name et

a few, as any one or more types of non-transitory data-storage technology deemed

suitable by those of skill in the relevant art could be used. As depicted in FIG. 3, the

data storage 306 contains program instructions 30 executable by the processor 304

for carrying out various functions and operational data 3 0 . In an embodiment in

which a computing system such as the example CCD 300 is arranged, programmed,

and configured to carry out processes such as the process 400 described herein, the

program instructions 308 are executable by the processor 304 for carrying out those

functions; in instances where other entities described herein have a structure similar to

that of the example CCD 300, the respective program instructions 308 tor those

respective devices are executable by their respective processors 304 to carry out

functions respectively performed by those devices.

The optional user interface 312 may include one or more input devices

(a.k.a. component s and the like) and/or one or more output devices. With respect to

input devices, the optional user interface 2 may include one or ore touchscreens,

buttons, switches, microphones, and the like. With respect to output devices, the

optional user interface 3 1 may include o e or more displays, speakers, light emitting

diodes (LEDs), and the like. Moreover, one or more components (e.g., an interactive

touchscreen-and-display component) of the optional user interface 12 could provide



both user-input and user-output functionality. And certainly other user-interface

components could b used in a given context, as known to those of skill i the art,

47 j FIG. 4 depicts an example process, in accordance with an embodiment, n

particular FIG. 4 depicts a process 400 that includes steps 402, 404, 406 408, and

0, These steps are described below. n at least one embodiment, the process 400 is

carried out by a mobile radio such as an example WCD I SO. In general the process

400 could be earned out by any radio (e.g., by any mobile radio, portable radio,

and/or other radio) having a receiver and being otherwise suitably equipped,

programmed, and configured to carr out the process 400 (and/or one or more of the

many variants of the process 400 discussed herein).

[0048] Step 402 includes receiving a signal in a first wireless band. The received

signal includes a signal of interest. n at least one embodiment, the received signal

includes interference due to one or more of out-of-band emissions) (OOBE), recei ver

blocking, and receiver inter-modulation distortion 0MD). OOBE ay be present

when an interfering signal is sen in band that is immediately to either side of the

first band. Receiver blocking is a known phenomenon that often results n the

desensitizing of a recei ver. MD often occurs whe two signals combine at a receiver

and produce an unwanted signal that falls within the first wireless band, often due to

non-linear effects. These are examples of interference that can. result in coverage

holes. OOBE is a type of interference that can really only be mitigated at the

transmitter of the out-of-band (OGB) signal, while receiver blocking and MD are

issues that are both caused by externa! interference and able to e mitigated by a

given receiver. t is this latter category of interference issue — of which receiver

blocking and MD are examples that the present methods and systems are helpful in

addressing, among other beneficial effects of implementation of the present methods

and systems.

[0049] Step 404 includes determining that a received signal quality of the signal

of interest Qi ali i i f erest ) i than a signal-quality threshold

Q lityi r s i ) as represented by Equation I below.

'. : f . ·,,,,, i s < Quality r

(Equation I



[0050] n at least one embodiment, the process 400 further includes measuring

RSRQ of the signal of interest (R$RQ i }ia i i t es : '
a one such

embodiment, determining that the received signal quality of the signal of interest

(Q litysi&nai & nter
s s than the signal-quality threshold (Quality e ilfi0lA )

at step 404 is equivalent to determining that the measured RSRQ

RS RQ 9 a interest) t n an RSRQ threshold (RSRQ t r s ia ), as

represented by Equation 2 below, So at least one other embodiment, determining that

the received signal quality of the signal of interest (Quality l f M t &

than the signal-quality threshold (Qualityt ) a step 404 includes determining

that the measured RSRQ R S 0 in i es ) is less than a RSRQ threshold

(R Q s i again a represented by Equation 2 below,

Qsi l of interest < t l

(Equatio 2}

[0051] n at least one embodiment, the process 400 further includes measuring a

S NR of the signal of interest S NRS g ( n (: s ) in at least one such

embodiment, determining that the received signal quality of the signal of interest

(Qualitys nai f n re t & s than the signal-quality threshold (Quality r e !f M)

at step 404 is equivalent to determining that the measured SINR

S R l f i er e t ) less than a SINR threshold (SlNR r ,sf as represented

by Equation 3 below, in at least one other embodiment, determining that the received

signal quality of the signal of interest Q litySi i i s l than the signal-

quality threshold (Quaiity ireS i0l at step 404 includes determining that the

measured S N R (SIN Sig i f i te s ' than a SINR threshold (SINR l )

again as represented by Equation 3 below.

SI i n i interest S t r s i

(Equation 3)



[0052] Step 406 includes determining that the received signal quality o f the signal

of interest ( ality s i i rest s ess than the sig.oai~quaii.iy threshold

(Q i yt r i ) i interference external to the first wireless band; i.e., step 406

includes determining that the condition determined to be true at step 404 is true due to

(i.e., because of, as a result of, etc.) interference external to the first wireless band

(i.e., is trite due to external interference).

053 ) In at least o embodiment, the process 400 includes calculating a level of

external interference i the received signal (External Interference i i l . In at

least one such embodiment, determining at step 406 that the received signal quality of

the signal of interest inter s ) ' than the signal-quality threshold

Q l y i r si i due to interference external to the first wireless ba d is equivalent

to determining that the calculated level of external interference

(External Interference i ) exceeds an external-interference threshold

(External Inter} r nce j , } ), as represented by Equation 4 below, n at least

one other embodiment, determining at step 406 tha t the received signal quality of the

signal of interest a t j ,, } is less than the signal-quali threshold

Q l i t interference external to the first wireless band includes

dete ni i that th calculated level of external interference

(External nter re7i e i l ) exceeds an external-interference threshold

(External lnterference ir g ia ) , again as represented by Equation 4 below.

External lnterference ula g > External Interference r i

{Equation 4)

54 in at least one embodiment, determining that the calculated level of

external interference (External Interference l exceeds the external-

interference threshold (External nt r renc i } includes determining that

the calculated level of external interference (External Interference c lc i e )

exceeds the external-interference threshold (External hiterference fi S i) by at

least an external- interference hysteresis value (Hysteresis x er i i r er s

represented by Equation 5 below.



External /n½r/erence i ¾ - Hysteresi$ externa i f

> External lnterfererice :h sh i

(Equation 5)

| 55j n at least one embodiment, the process 400 further includes determining a

received power level of the received signal (Powersi n as well as determining a

received power level of the signal of interest (Powers( i f nt es s one

embodiment, calculating the level of external interference

(External tnterference a } includes calculating the level of external

interference (External Inter ferencg ) be equal to the difference between

(i) the determined received power level of the received signal P wersi l) and

(ii) the determined received power level of the signa of interest

(Powers & l f ( r ), as represented by Equation 6 below.

External Inter f erence = Power - Powerslfftlit l of interest

(Equation 6)

| 5 n at least one embodiment, determining the received power level of the

received signal (Power ) includes measuring an RSS of the received signal

(RS i and determining the received power level of the received signal

Po rs i a ) to b equal to the measured .S S 1 R SiSiSna , as represented by

Equation 7 below.

Power igna
~ RSSlSi l

(Equation 7)

| ΐ>057 n at least o e embodiment, detenn.ini.ng the received power level of the

signal of interest (Powers a i r includes determining an RSRP of the signal

of interest (RSRPsi jn l f i ) and determining the received power level of the

signal of interest. (Powers i a i f i re ' to the product of (i) the

determined RSRP of the signal of interest RS Psiff f i er (ii) a numbe of



resource blocks characteristic of a bandwidth of the signal of interest

i of in r $t) > t by .Equation 8 below.

w r f i t e t . i l of interest * i of interest

(Equation 8)

S ] In at least o e embodiment, the received signal includes one or ore

neighbor-ceil signals (i.e., one or more signals from one or more cells that are in the

same network as both the mobile radio carrying out the process 400 and the serving

site (e.g., serving ceil) with respect to that mobile radio; the concepts of serving sites

(e.g., cells) and neighbor cells in a given wireless network are known to those having

skill in the relevant art).

59 j in at least one embodiment in which the received signal includes one or

more neighbor-cell signals, he process 400 further includes determining a received

power level of the received signal (Power i i) determining received power level

of the signal of interest P w rs ai i ff res and determining an aggregate

received power level of the one or more neighbor-cell signals

(Aggregate Power , j! r __ . . Moreover, in such embodiments, calculating

the level of external interference (External nterf re ce i i ) includes

calculating the level of external interference (External te f r e

equa to the difference between (i) the determined received power level of the

received signal (Powers i a i) and ( ) the sum of (a) the determined received power

level of the signal of interest (Power i& f d (b) the determined

aggregate received power level of the one or more neighbor-cell signals

(Aggregate Power i& r il si&nals represented by Equation 9 below.

External Interf er cec i a

= ower &i - (Power & r

+Aggregate P wer l i / ls)

(Equation 9)



[9060] ! at least one such embodiment, determining the received power level of

the sig al of inieresi ' i interest) determining an RSRP of the

signal of interest RS RP &n i of interest ) - d the process 400 further includes

determining the received power level of the signal of interest (P wer ii i f i r es )

to he eq ai to the product of (i) the determined RSRP of the signal of interest

S g n i f i (ii) a number of resource blocks characteristic of a

bandwidth of the signal of inieresi i interest)* represented by Equation 10

below.

signal of interest ~~ S si of Interest * - of interest

(Equation 10 )

j0061 n at least one such embodiment, the received power level of the received

signal P w r.. l ) is equal to the measured RSS of the received signal

(RSSI ia a ) , as represented by Equation 1 below, which combines aspects of

Equation 9 and Equation 0 above.

External Inter f er n i t{a

RSSIsignal ~ ? i of interest * ^signal of interest)

+ Aggregate Power i;i rc l Sl(inais)

(Equation 1 )

[0062] in at least one embodiment, determining the aggregate received power

level of the one or more neighbor-cell signals (Aggregate w r
ni>i &r sil}nal$

includes determining a respective RSRP of each of the one or more neighbor-cell

signals (RSRP e i ¾ , and the process 400 further includes determining

the aggregate received power level of the one or more neighbor-cell signals

(Aggregate P w r i i to be equai to the sum of the respective

products of (i) the determined RSRP of each of the one or more neighbor-cell signals

r i n i '') m of resource blocks characteristic of a



bandwidth of the corresponding neigb or-ce signa m i >i} r i as

represented by Equation 1.2 below.

Aggregate ern i . l $ (f

~ nei l signal * nei n r ll signal

(Equation 12)

006 at least o e embodiment determining the aggregate received power

level of the one or more neighbor-cell signals (Aggregate Power n l f b r ,,. ί ί )

includes determining a collective RSRP of the one or more neighbor-ce l signals

(Collective RSRP 9 r ii , the process 400 further includes

determining the aggregate received power level of the one or ore neighbor-cell

signals (Aggregate s i n ls t be equal to the product of ( ) the

determined collective RSRP of the one or more neighbor-cell signals

(Collective flSRPne(g f r, ll <i and (ii) a number of resource blocks

characteristic of an average bandwidth of the one or more neighbor-cell signals

ig r n stff i e ed by Equation below.

Aggregate Power e i&M r m i n l

—Collective i r ll s * neig r ll signals

(Equation 13)

in at least one embodiment, the process 400 further includes determining

a RSRP of the signal of interest RS R gi i f i r t determining a collective

RSRP of the one or more neighbor-cell signals {Collective RSRP , l . ? ft < )»

measuring a SINK of the signal of interest (S R g i r and calculating the

difference between (i) the determined RSRP o the signal of interest

{R$RPSi .9 , i of interest.) (ii) the determined collective RSRP of the one or more

neighbor-cell signals (Collective RSRP t r l {l n at least one such

embodiment, determining at step 406 that the received signal quality of the signal of



!9

interest (Q lity i n l in er s ) is less than the signal-quality threshold

( li y re n ) due to interference external to the first wireless band is equivalent

to determining that the calculated difference

RSRPsi in r ~ Collective RS RPn ig r c l i

measured SINR (SIN i f i S represented by Equation 14 below, n

another embodiment, determining at step 406 that the received signal quality of the

signal of interest ( litysisnal o i eres s than the signal-quality threshold

t y i t interference externa! to the first wireless ba d includes

determining that the calculated difference

(RSRP i l in res ~ Collective RS RPnei b&r c ll signals) greater than the

.measured S N R (SINR 5ignal f if t ) again as represented y Equation . below.

i l of interest ~ ll ctive S RP„ t:ii ll signals > of interest

(Equation 4 )

j 65 n a further embodiment, determining that the calculated difference

i of i ~ Collective P i r ti i l ) greater than the

measured S NR ($INR sl9m{ r is equivalent to determining that the

calculated difference (RSRP n i of interest ~ Collective RSRP i l η α ($)

greater than the measured S N . (S!NR s i o er least a SINR

hysteresis value (), as represented by Equation 15 below. n another embodiment,

determining that the calculated difference

(RSRP s i l f interest ~ Collective .i ff « s is greater than the

measured SINR l l r s t includes determining that th calculated

difference (RSRPsi } ( o i es ~ Collective i M r s i n is greater

than the measured SINR (SlNR ( n l -in least a S NR hysteresis value

(Hy$tere$is NR) again as represented by Equation 15 below.



S RP i l f interest: ~ l c i RSRP i r ell signals)

- Hysteresis !t) > lN si f in re t

(Equation 15)

in at least one embodiment, step 406 further includes determining a current

location an obtaining interference-prediction data for the determined current

location, la at least o e such embodiment determining a step 406 that the received

signal quality of the signal of interest s less tha the signal-quality threshold due to

interference external to the first wireless band includes determining that the received

signal quality of the signal of interest is less than the signal-quality threshold due to

interference external to the first wireless band based at least in part on the obtained

interference-prediction a ia .

[0067 j n at least one embodiment, determining the current location is carried out

by one or or of a Global Positioning System (GPS) module, a wireless-network

infrastructure user equipment location prediction, a active Wi i connection, and a

list of in-range WiFi signals, though any other suitable manner or manners of

determining location could be used. n a least one embodiment, obtaining the

interference-prediction data for the determined current location includes querying an

interference-prediction database using the determined current location and receiving

the interference-prediction data from the interference-prediction database,

[0068 | Step 408 includes attenuating the received signal in response to

determining (at step 406) that the received signal quality of the signal of interest is

less than the s n -qua t threshold due to interference external to the first wireless

band. n at least one embodiment, attenuating the received signal includes erative ly

increasing an amount of attenuation applied to the received signal while monitoring a

signal-quality metric (e.g., RSR S R and/or the like) of the received signal, and

stopping the iterative increasing of the amount of attenuation applied to the received

signal in response to detecting no further improvement (e.g., no further improvement

o f at least a certain amount within a certain time period) in the monitored signal-

quality metric. In at least one embodiment, attenuating the received signal includes

selecting an amount of attenuation to be applied to the received signal based at least in



2

par on external-system transmitter-properties data (e.g., location data, height data,

transmission-power data, and the like).

Step 4 0 includes demodulating the attenuated received signal to obtain

the signal of interest n a t least one embodiment, step 410 further includes outputting

the demodulated signal. Step 4 ay involve use of a demodulator. As examples, a

demodulator could take the for of or include an electronic circuit, a computer

program (e.g., n a software-defined radio), and/or the like, and is generally used to

recover information content from a modulated carrier wave. A known to those

having skill in the relevant art, there ar many types of modulation, and consequently

a d correspondingly there are any types of demodulators. The signal output from a

demodulator may represent sound (an analog audio signal), images (an analog video

signal), binary data (a digital signal), and/or any other type of data,

f0070j In the foregoing specification, specific embodiments have been described.

However, one of ordinary skill n the art appreciates that various modifications and

changes can be made without departing from the scope of the invention as se forth in

the claims below. Accordingly, th specification and figures are to be regarded in an

illustrative rather than a restrictive sense, and ail such modifications are intended t be

included within the scope of present teachings,

[ 07 1 The benefits, advantages, solutions to problems, and any elementfs) that

may cause any benefit, advantage, or solution to occur or become more pronounced

are not to be construed as a critical, required, or essential features or elements of any

or all the claims. The invention is defined solely by the appended claims including

any amendments made during the pendency of this application and all equivalents of

those claims as issued.

07 Moreover in this document, relational terms such as first and second, top

and bottom, and the like may be used solely to distinguish one entity or action from

another entity or action without necessarily requiring or implying any actual such

relationship or order between such entities or actions. The terms "comprises,"

"comprising," "has," "having," "includes," "including," "contains," "containing," or

any other variation thereof, are intended to cover a non-exclusive inclusion, such that

a process, method, article, or apparatus that comprises, has, includes, contains a list o f

elements does not include only those elements but may include other elements not.



expressly listed or inherent to such process, .method, article, or apparatus. An element

preceded by "comprises... a,*' "has. ..a," "includes... ," "contains... '* does not,

without more constraints, preclude the existence of additional identical elements n

the process, method, article, or apparatus that comprises, has, includes, contains the

element. The terms "a and "an" are defined as one or .more unless explicitly stated

otherwise herein. The terras "substantially,' "essentially," "approximately," "about,"

or any other version thereof, are defined as being ciose to as understood by one of

ordinary skiii. in the art, and in one non-limiting embodiment the term is defined to be

within 1%, in another embodiment within 5%, in another embodiment within % and

i another embodiment within 0.5%. The term "coupled" as used herein is defined as

connected, although not necessarily directly and not necessarily mechanically. A

device or structure that is "configured *' in a certain way is configured in at least that

way. but ay also be configured n ways that are not listed,

073 ) will be appreciated that some embodiments may be comprised of one or

more generic or specialized processors (or "processing devices") such as

microprocessors, digital signal processors, customized processors and field

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) ant! unique stored program instructions (including

both softwar and firmware) that control the on or more processors to implement, in

conjunction with certain non-processor circuits, some, most, or all o f the functions of

the method and/or apparatus described herein. Alternatively, some or all functions

could be implemented by a . state machine that has no stored program instructions, or

in one or more application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), in which each function

or some combinations of certain of the .functions are implemented as custom logic. Of

course, a combination of the two approaches could be used,

[0 74] Moreover, an embodiment can e implemented as a computer- readable

storage medium having computer readable code stored thereon for programming a

computer (e.g., comprising a processor) to perform a method as described and

claimed herein. Examples of such computes-readable storage mediums include, but

are not limited to, a hard disk, a CD-ROM, an optical storage device, a magnetic

storage device, a ROM (Read O ly Memory), a PROM (Programmable Read On y

Memory), an EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory), an EEPROM

(Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory) and a Flash memory.



Further, it is expected th at o e of ordinary skill, notwithstanding possibly significant

effort and any design choices motivated by, for example, available time, current

technology, and economic considerations, when guided by the concepts and principles

disclosed herein will he readily capable of generating such software instructions and

programs and iCs with minimal experimentation.

075 ) The Abstract of the Disclosure is provided to allow the reader to quickly

ascertain the nature of the technical disciosure. it is submitted with the understanding

that it wil not. be used to interpret or limit the scope or meaning of the claims, in

addition, in the foregoing Detaiied Description, it can be seen that various features are

grouped together in various embodiments for the purpose of streamlining the

disclosure. This method of disclosure is not to be interpreted as reflecting an intention

that the claimed embodiments require more features th a are expressly recited in each

claim. Rather, as the following claims reflect, inventive subject -matter lies in less than

all features of single disclosed embodiment. Thus the following claims are hereby

incorporated into the Detaiied Description, with each claim standing on. its own as a

separate claimed subject matter.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1 A method comprising:

receiving a signal in a first wireless ba d the received signal comprising a

signal of interest;

determining ha a received signal quality of the signal of interest is less than a

signal-quality threshold;

determining that the received signal quality of the signal of interest is less than

the signal-quality threshold d te to interference external to the first wireless band, and

responsively attenuating the received signal; and

demodulating the attenuated received signal to obtain the signal of interest,

2 The method of lai further comprising measuring a reference

signal received quality (RSRQ) of the signal of interest, wherein determining tha the

received signal quality of the signal of interest is less than the signal-quality threshold

comprises determining that the measured RSRQ is less than an RSRQ threshold.

3, The method of claim I, further comprising measuring a signal-to-

ooise-and-inierierence ratio (S!NR) of the signal of interest, wherein determining that

the received signal quality of the signal of interest is less than the signal-quality

threshold comprises determining that the measured S R is less than a S1 R

threshold,

4 , The method of claim further comprising calculating a level of

external interference present i the received signal, wherein determining tha the

received signal quality of the signal of interest is less than the signal-quality threshold

due t interference external to the first wireless band comprises determining that the

calculated level of external interference exceeds an external-interference threshold.

5, The method of claim 4, wherein determining thai the calculated level

o f external interference exceeds the external-interference threshold comprises



determining that the calculated level of external interference exceeds the external-

interference threshold by at least an external-interference hysteresis value.

6. The method of claim 4, further comprising:

determining a received power level of the received signal; and

determining a received power level of the signal of interest,

wherein calculating the level of external interference comprises calculating the

level of external Interference to he equal to the difference between ( ) the determined

received power evei of the received signal and ii) the determined received power

ievei of the signal of interest.

7. The method of claim 6 wherein determining the received power level

of the received signal comprises:

measuring a received signal strength indicator ( .SS 1) of the received signal;

and

determining the received power level of the received signal to be equal to the

measured Si .

8. The method o f claim 6, wherein determining the received power level

of the signal of interest comprises:

determining a reference signal received power S ) of the signal of

interest; and

determining the received power level of the signal of interest to be equal to the

product of (i) the determined RSRP of the signal of interest and ( i ) a number of

resource blocks characteristic of a bandwidth of the signal of interest.

9. The method of claim 4, wherein the received signal further comprises

one or more neighbor-cell signals of the first wireless band, the method further

comprising:

determining a received power level of the received signal;

determining a received power level of the signal of interest ; and

determining an aggregate received power level of the one or more neighbor-

ce il signals of the first wireless band,



wherein calculating the level of externa! interference comprises calculating the

level of external interference to be equal to the difference between (i the determined

received power level of the received signal and (it) the s n of (a) the determined

received power !eve! of the signal of interest and (b) the determined aggregate

received power level of the one or more neighbor-cell signals of the first wireless

band.

.0 , The method of claim 9, wherein determining the received power level

o f the signal of interest comprises:

determining a reference signal received power (RSRP) of the signal of

interest; a d

determining the received power level of the signal of interest to be equal to the

product of (i) the determined RSRP of the signal of interest and (is) a number of

resource blocks characteristic of a bandwidth of the signal of interest,

1 . The method of claim 0, wherein determining the aggregate received

power level of the one or more neighbor-ceil signals of the first wireless band

comprises

determining respective RSRP of each of the one or more neighbor-cell

signals of th first wireless band and

determining the aggregate received power level of the one or more neighbor-

ceil signals of the first wireless and to he equal to the sum of the respective products

of (i) the determined RSRP o eaeh of the one or more neighbor-cell signals of the

first wireless band and (ii) a number of resource blocks characteristic of a bandwidth

of the corresponding neighbor-cell signal

12. The method of claim. , wherein determining the aggregate received

power level of the one or more neighbor-cell signals of the first wireless band

comprises:

determining a collective RSRP of the one or more neighbor-ceil signals of the

first wireless band; and



determining the aggregate received power level of the o e or more neighbor-

cell signals of the first wireless band to be equal to the product of ( ) the determined

collective RSRP of the one or more neighbor-eel! signals of the first wireless band

and (ii) a number of resource blocks characteristic of an average bandwidth of the one

or more neighbor-cell signals of the first wireless band.

. The method of claim I. wherein the received signal further comprises

one or more neighbor-ceil signals of the first wireless and, the method further

comprising:

determining a reference signal received power (RSRP) of the signal of

interest;

determining a collective RSRP of the one or more neighbor-cell signals of the

first wireless band; and

measuring a slgnal-to-noise-and-interference ratio (S1 R) of the signal of

interest; and

calculating the difference between (i) the determined RSRP of the signal of

interest and (ii) the determined collective RSRP of the one or more neighbor-cell

signals of the first wireless band.

wherein determining that the received signal quality of the signal of interest is

less than the signal-quality threshold due to interference external to the first wireless

band comprises determining that the calculated difference is greater than the

measured S .

. The method of claim 3, wherein determining that the calculated

difference is greater than the measured S N l comprises determining that the

calculated difference s greater than the measured SINK by at least a S NR. hysteresis

value.

15. The ethod of clai , further comprising:

determining a current location; and

obtaining interference-prediction data for the determined current location.



wherein determining that the received signal quality of he signal of interest is

iess than the signal-quality threshold due to interference external to the first wireless

band comprises determining that the received signal quality of the signal of interest is

iess than the signal-quality threshold due to interference externa! to the first wireless

band based at least in part on the obtained interference-prediction data,

. The method of claim 5. wherein obtaining the interference-prediction

data for the determined current location comprises:

querying an interference-prediction database using the determined current

location; and

receiving the interference-prediction data from the interference-prediction

database.

. The method of claim wherein attenuating the received signal

comprises:

iteratively increasing an amount of attenuation applied to the received signal

while monitoring signal-quality metric of the received signal; and

stopping the iterative increasing of the amount of attenuation applied to the

received signal in response to detecting n further improvement in the monitored

signa!-qua ity etri .

. The method of claim 1, wherein attenuating the received signal

comprises selecting an amount of attenuation to be applied to the received signal

based at least in part on external-system transmitter-properties data.

1 . The method of claim 1 further comprising oittputting the demodulated

signal,

20. A mobile radio comprising:

a wireless-coramnnicatton interface;

a processor; and

data storage containing instructions executable by the processor for causing

the mobile radio to carry out a set of functions, the set of functions comprising:



receiving, via the wi l ss- m nicat interface, a signal in a first

wireless band, the received signal comprising a signal of interest;

determining thai a received signal quality of the signal of inieresi is

less tha signal-quality threshold;

determining that the received signal quality of the signal of interest is

less than the signal-quality threshold due to interference external to the first

wireless band, and responsive!}' attenuating the received signal; and

demodulating the attenuated received signal to obtain the signal of

interest.
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